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        Sales and Expert Advice

        
          Toiletpartitions.com

          
            (833) 759-0176
            info@toiletpartitions.com
          

          

          	
	
	
	
	
	


          

        

        
          Request A Call

          
          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          

          Name*

               

          Phone*

               

          I want to talk about:

          Order StatusSales InquiryOther

          Topic

          Washroom Accessories
Toilet Partitions
Partitions and Accessories

 

          Call back in

          5 minutes
15 minutes
30 minutes
1 hour
1.5 hours

 

          (Only available M-F between 8-4pm PST)
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          Buy toilet partition and bathroom partition kits online

          
            Simple ordering process. Custom configurations.
            

            Instant Prices. All at your fingertips.
          

          
            

            Build
Your Quote
          
            

            Shop
Washroom Accessories
          (833) 759-0176
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          Why Our Toilet Partition Stalls

          Obsessively engineered for performance, each toilet partitions system comes with everything you need for a complete installation. This includes panels, doors, pilasters and hardware.  You will receive everything you need for a complete installation, including installation instructions and an expert installer to help walk you through any problems.  We specialize in American made toilet partitions with industry leading warranties and free shipping.  We have more options more knowledge and better customer service, its no wonder more people use us as their toilet partitions supplier.

        


        
          


          
            

            Show Me The Partitions
        

      

    

  


  
    


    
      
        
          
            what is the Lead Time Needed for Toilet Partitions

            Enter your zip code and find out!


            
              
                
                
              

            


            Powder Coat, Plastic Laminate, and Stainless Steel takes 3-6 business days

            Solid Plastic takes 5-10 business days

            Phenolic takes 10-15 business days

          

        

      

    

  


  
    
      
        
          Why Order Toilet Partition Products From Us

          It’s pretty simple. Our toilet partitions are better than others. We have more knowledge and the best online pricing compared to any other provider on the market. Combined with 25 years of installation experience and partnerships with eight of the world’s leading toilet partition manufacturers, we provide you with invaluable knowledge while working with you on your partition product order. Our wide variety of options helps you get exactly what you are looking for, specializing in partition material by Bobrick Washroom and Hadrian Inc.

          Since we both sell and install toilet partitions, this provides us with volume discounts from bathroom partition and toilet partition manufacturers that we can pass onto you, our valued customer. 

          Customer service is our top priority and we are more than happy to assist in any way with your order. 


          
        

      


      
        
          
            Customer Service
          

        


        
          
            Free Shipping
          

        


        
          
            Satisfaction Guarantee
          

        

      

    

  


  
    
      
        
          On Demand Toilet Partition Experts

          Times are changing and so is the way you purchase your toilet partitions. The times of calling your local supply house are over. The internet has made access to endless manufacturers, color and the deepest discounts are all at your fingertips.. We are a licensed contractor who happens to lead the nation in online sales of toilet partitions as well.   We have more answers than you have questions and love talking to new and our many repeat customers. Whether you need parts, doors or a complete stall system for your restroom we have you covered. Welcome to toiletpartitions.com
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          Toilet Partitions Frequently Asked Questions


          
            How do you measure for a toilet partition?

            
              When measuring for toilet partitions, you need to take into account the length, width, and thickness of the partitions. Our bathroom partitions are available in five different materials and can range in thickness from ¾ inches to 1-¼  inch thick, ensuring high-quality durable stalls. Keep in mind when measuring, you’ll want there to be enough space for each bathroom door to fully open.
            

            
              Additionally, when measuring for your toilet partitions, you’ll need to take into account the following design regulations: The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
            

            
              The ADA requires accessibility to public restrooms that meet (but are not limited to) the following standards:
            
	
                Grab bar installations that are 1 ¼ to 1 ½ inches in diameter. Additionally, each grab bar must be installed anywhere from 33 to 36 inches above the floor.
              
	
                Rotating space that contains clear floor space of at least 60 inches.
              
	
                Toilet seat height of 17 to 19 inches, with a width of at least 60 inches. The toilet lever must also be placed up to 44 inches from the floor.
              
	
                Space surrounding the toilet must be a minimum of 30 by 48 inches (in order to accommodate a wheelchair).
              
	
                Hand dryers must be placed in the bathrooms that are motion-activated (or touch-free). The buttons must be 40” above the floor.
              


            
              The OSHA guidelines involve (but are not limited to):
            

            	
                Specific number of toilets required dependent upon employees and population size.
              
	
                Each toilet must be located in a separate compartment.
              
	
                Hand-washing facilities are required.
              


          


          
            How do I install toilet partitions?

            
              Our bathroom partitions are designed for easy installation. A typical carpenter or handyman will be able to complete the install. To install toilet partitions, you should always follow proper safety guidelines, which include wearing safety gloves, glasses, shoes, and a hard hat.
            

            
              Step 1. Establish the floor bracket locations

              Step 2. Fasten the floor brackets

              Step 3. Erect the panel

              Step 4. Erect wall pilaster

              Step 5. Prepare pilaster for the door

              Step 6. Fast “U” brackets to the pilaster

              Step 7. Erect pilaster

              Step 8. Prepare door for hanging

              Step 9. Hang door

              Step 10. Erect remaining compartments (repeating steps 3 through 10)

              Step 11. Fasten headrail brackets to the wall

              Step 12. Insert headrail
            

            
              For detailed instructions on how to install toilet partitions, click here.
            

          


          
            How tall are toilet partitions?

            
              Our toilet partitions doors and panels are 58’’ in height.  Our solid plastic material is 55” in height. Both being perfect for your bathroom facility.
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                      If you need anything during your purchase, please don't hesitate to contact us. We're the industry expert when it comes to toilet partitions. 
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